Preface
(Paul Simeon Fingerote)
In late December of 2013, Herb Wong’s wife, Marilyn, asked me if I
could help Herb with his memory. Unable to recall any prior mention
by Marilyn of my mnemonic skills, I was left to my own devices until I
heard from Herb, who clarified: “Not memory, Paul, memories,”
memories which were to become Jazz on My Mind.
These were the memories Dr. Herb Wong had made over seven
decades as a reigning force in jazz: 30-year DJ on San Francisco’s
KJAZ radio station; author of more than 400 album liner notes during
the heyday of jazz; explorer of creativity in one-on-one conversations
with jazz legends and legends-to-be; founder and producer with Palo
Alto Records and Black-Hawk Records; founder and producer of Palo
Alto and Stanford jazz concerts and festivals; co-founder and artistic
director of the Palo Alto Jazz Alliance; scientist and educator,
innovator and pioneer in the field of jazz education; member of the Jazz
Educators Hall of Fame; President of the International Association for
Jazz Education.
Herb Wong and I had met through our mutual work with the Monterey
Jazz Festival. Herb covered the event as a journalist for 56 years and,

for 30 of those years, I was the festival’s marketing and public relations
director.
With our common connections in jazz and path-crossing careers; with
our shared respect for words and joint sense of humor; with our mutual
love of family—considering each other as such—Herb and I developed
a personal relationship over the years, a relationship that extended over
and above our professional association.
So it was only natural for Marilyn to have approached me with her
request to help Herb write this book.
Complicating our mission of memorializing Herb’s memories was the
understanding—which we all shared at the outset—that Herb had
terminal cancer with less than a year to live.
For our first meeting on the book project, I sat down with Herb and
Marilyn in the living room of their longtime home, a classic Eichler
located on a leafy lane in Menlo Park, California. I came to the table
with an agenda in hand, mapping out the steps we needed to take in
order to complete the book over the next twelve months.
On my return to my home in Monterey, I received a frantic phone call
from Marilyn, letting me know that the latest prognosis had given Herb
less than four months to live— not the year I had planned out in my
agenda—and that Herb was unaware of this depressing new
development.
In response, I accelerated the schedule of my meetings with Herb while
maintaining the facade of our twelve-month to-do list. I had hoped that
the year I had projected for the project’s completion might help prolong
Herb’s positive outlook on life, if not Herb’s life itself.
Herb’s job was to select the liner notes, articles and conversations he
wanted to include in our book. My job was to interview Herb and
record his accounts of the artists— in addition to his insights on jazz—
then weave it all together into the pages of Jazz on My Mind.
Instrument by instrument, artist by artist, story by story, we worked our

way through Herb’s selections and Herb’s recollections.
I was enlightened by his encyclopedic knowledge of jazz; educated by
his thesaurus-like language and way with words; fascinated by his tales
from behind the scenes; and always aware that, at any moment, Herb
might die.
The highlight of those meetings occurred for me when, during our
interviews, Herb would pause, close his eyes, and then seem to
disappear for a moment without saying a word—a rarity for Herb
Wong. Concerned at first, I soon sensed that, at those unforgettable
times, Herb was not merely recalling memories, he was reliving
moments from a lifetime of jazz on his mind.
Herb and I were able to complete our conversations a week before Herb
completed his life, Easter Sunday, April 20, 2014.
As Dr. Herb Wong was wont to say in closing—and as I am privileged
to paraphrase here—Dig ya’ later, Herb, dig ya’ later!

Introduction
(Herb Wong)
Jazz has been on my mind for more than seventy years, from the 1940s
through the early 2000s, the years that embrace the glory days of the
golden ages of jazz.
I started writing reviews of jazz albums when I was 14 years old,
playing piano at Sunday school in exchange for use of the back page of
our church’s newsletter—space made available to me by our minister
for the publication of my earliest efforts as a nascent jazz critic.
Both the minister and I thought we got the better of the deal.
Since then, I have written over 400 liner notes and articles based on
dozens of conversations with jazz artists, ranging from the legends to
the lesser-knowns. I focused on artists who—because of the attention
they have consistently devoted to making their music consistently
fresh—decidedly deserve more attention.
They range from Pepper Adams to Denny Zeitlin and read like a
“Who’s Who” of jazz history in between: Louie Bellson, Art Blakey,
Dave Brubeck, Duke Ellington, Stan Getz, Dizzy Gillespie, Benny
Goodman, Jim Hall, Herbie Hancock, Woody Herman, Milt Hinton,
Billie Holiday, Milt Jackson, Elvin Jones, Stan Kenton, Nat King Cole,
Shelly Manne, Marian McPartland, Carmen McRae, Art Pepper, Oscar
Peterson, Joshua Redman, Django Reinhardt, Buddy Rich, Wayne
Shorter, Cal Tjader, Phil Woods, Mel Tormé.
These are among the more familiar names you’ll find in Jazz on My
Mind, along with some less familiar favorites of mine—all of whom I
have interviewed, profiled or written liner notes for during the launch,
climb or peak of their careers.
My criteria in selecting artists for inclusion in Jazz on My Mind were
twofold:
First, I wanted to re-emphasize the attributes of an artist’s music that

may be familiar to the casual listener, while stressing those attributes
with which the casual listener may not be that well acquainted.
Second, I wanted to introduce the phalanx of artists who deserve
greater attention, those artists who are not yet considered a part of the
“great-greats” but, one day, may be.
Jazz on My Mind is not a history of jazz nor is it a jazz encyclopedia,
although components of both are included in this record. Jazz on My
Mind is, instead, a fresh look back at the tradition of the jazz cannon,
shedding light on the internal muscle of the music, illuminating the
critical creative core that otherwise might have been missed.
At the same time, Jazz on My Mind is a fresh look forward, focusing on
the innovative tradition of jazz, a tradition turned towards the future, a
tradition that needs to be nurtured in order for it to continue to serve as
the nerve center of jazz creation.
There is a flip side to Jazz on My Mind—not the “B” side, by any
means—and that is the flip side of my life: As long as jazz has been on
my mind, science has been in my soul. The two share much in
common. Both jazz and science have rich histories. Both emphasize
discovery. Both are involved with innovations built on interesting
structure. Both offer challenges in different environments. They’re
melded, they’re integrated, and you’ll find both in fusion throughout
the pages of Jazz on My Mind.
Throughout my long playing career in the world of jazz, I have been
blessed with the opportunity to earn a living by working with the music
I love. From jazz writer to jazz producer, manager, educator, DJ,
innovator, industry leader.
It all culminates in Jazz on My Mind ... and it all started with the arrival
of a mysterious box on the doorstep of our house in Stockton,
California.

Chapter 1

Big Bands
Shortly after our family moved from Oakland, California, 75 miles
south to Stockton, a package arrived on our doorstep. It was a heavy
box, about 14 inches square, addressed to the previous owner of our
new digs.
Being typical young boys of 9 and 11, my brother Elwood and I did
what any young boys our age would do in this instance. With no return
address visible on the box, I turned to Woody and I said, “Let’s break
open the box and see what’s inside.”
Woody, being my younger brother, readily complied. So we tore at the
wrapping, cracked open the cardboard, and discovered inside ... the rest
of my life.
Record after record, big band after big band, jazz royalty after jazz
royalty: Duke Ellington ... Count Basie ... The King of Swing, Benny
Goodman. The list of big band 78s and jazz luminaries flowed on and
on from that no longer mysterious, now musical box.
Both Woody and I had been classically trained on piano. But I knew
when we opened that box that this was the music for me. “This is where
the real music is,” I said to my brother, “this is my music.”
It was no mere coincidence that my first exposure to real jazz was in
that big box of big bands. For, as I would later discover, it was the big
band format that built the foundation upon which jazz would grow. It
was the big band that grew the groundwork for all subsequent sizes of
jazz combos that were to follow. It was the big band that started it all.
What gave birth to the big band?
From an historical perspective, big bands were the offspring of the
orchestras of the ’30s and ’40s called “swing bands” and there were
thousands of them across the country. The big bands were a natural

progression to follow the swing bands, a progression that followed
Fletcher Henderson’s concept of what a big band should consist of—
sections. Horn sections, reed sections, rhythm sections ... sections were
the basis for what were called “jazz orchestras” in those days.

Herb Wong (left) and Woody Wong as children (courtesy the Wong family).

But in the 1950s, when bebop was in full flower, they came to be called
big bands. And the premier jazz orchestra of the day, the first famous
big band, was led by composer, arranger and band leader, Edward
Kennedy “Duke” Ellington.

Duke Ellington
The Duke Ellington Orchestra—which was looked on as more of a
dignified jazz orchestra than a big band—emboweled and enhanced
Ellington’s compositional contributions. Compositions were the basis
for the substance and sustenance of any successful jazz orchestra. And,
when it came to compositions—to the color, to the tone, to the
distinctiveness of each musician in the band—Duke Ellington and the
Duke Ellington Orchestra had it all.
Or almost had it all.
In the late 1960s, while working on developing a curriculum for the
Berkeley School District’s primary classes, I happened to play an
Ellington tune to a group of elementary school kids, asking them to
write down and draw their thoughts as they listened to the music. When
I read their reactions, my reaction was to read their writings to Duke.
The next time he called (Duke called frequently, often at 3:00 or 4:00
in the morning, while he was up all night composing) I was ready, with
my students’ essays by the bed. Marilyn answered the phone, which
was strategically placed on her side of the bed, and Duke asked for me
in his usual manner: “Hello, beauty. Is the beast there?”
Marilyn handed me the phone and I said, “Edward, I’ve been checking
out your music and I have found a void in your repertoire. Let me read
you something.”
I read a couple of the letters to him: “When I hear Duke’s music I have
this deep down, brown feeling in my tummy,” said one of the kids;
“When I hear Duke’s music, it’s like giant valentines floating up in the
sky,” said another.
Duke listened for a moment and then said, “Who are these people?
Who are these authors, these poets?”
“These are first graders,” I said, “and this is what’s missing, Edward:
You have gained inspiration from all kinds of people, from all walks of
life, but you have never drawn inspiration from young children.”

There followed the longest pause I have ever experienced in a
telephone conversation with Duke. Finally, he said, “Herb, I think you
have found a hole in my thing and I would appreciate your help in
filling that hole up as soon as possible.”
And so I created an entire curriculum for primary school students based
on “Take the ‘A’ Train,” Ellington’s classic rendition of Billy
Strayhorn’s legendary composition, with every grade interpreting the
music within their natural learning curve:
The kids in kindergarten pretended to be trains; first graders used
wooden blocks to build trains; second graders created a huge mural of
the A Train; third graders researched stories of trains; fourth graders
rode the train in a nearby park; fifth graders explored the history of
local trains; and the sixth graders explored the science of trains by
building their own steam engines.

Herb Wong leads Duke Ellington on his visit to Berkeley’s Washington
Elementary School in 1969 (photograph by Jim Edelen; courtesy Larry Kelp).

The culmination of this unique curriculum was a concert I arranged and
produced to benefit the district, starring the Duke Ellington Orchestra.
It packed the Berkeley Community Theater to the rafters with kids,
parents, teachers and administrators, all cheering their new-found hero,
Edward Kennedy “Duke” Ellington.
Imagine: In a time when jazz in the schools was unheard of, we created
an entire school curriculum based on a classic jazz tune. And, imagine:
That tune was almost thrown out with the trash.

Duke Ellington and His Orchestra- In Concert 1960
Hindsight (HCD-268); 1960

The inspired concert performance by Duke Ellington’s Orchestra on
May 27th, 1960 in Santa Monica, California, is captured “live” on this
recording. It was a sufficiently special one-nighter in that it recalled the
verve of earlier recordings testifying the virtues of Ellington’s peak inperson performances, swinging without mercy, aided by outstanding
soloists with distinctive instrumental voices. This concert once again
demonstrates his commitment to the adage expressed in the song title
“It Don’t Mean a Thing if it Ain’t Got That Swing.”
Through the decades of its amazingly long existence, the band regularly
clocked in a tremendous amount of travel miles on the road playing
one-nighters. Regarding his heavy touring schedule, Ellington once
remarked: “What I’m involved in is a continuous autobiography, a
continuous record of the people I meet, the places I see change ... By
playing one-nighters, I can hear reactions from all kinds of audiences.
You get a real contact when you play a phrase and somebody sighs.”
Ellington’s unrivaled fifty years of artistic development and
achievement and his creative output of over two thousand compositions

surely earn him the honor as the leading composer in the Western
world. The universality of his commanding contributions in music also
points to his development as probably the most striking evolution in the
arts in America. He produced some of the most original music of the
century and is, of course, firmly regarded as a genius—the greatest
composer in the history of jazz.
Keying into the year of this concert, at the dawn of the 1960s—it was
also the continuation of an Ellington pathway for a cumulative grand
tour through the decade into the 1970s. During the 3rd Annual
Monterey Jazz Festival, 1960 also brought forth the Ellington-Billy
Strayhorn opus “Suite Thursday,” a tribute to novelist John Steinbeck’s
Sweet Thursday, set in Monterey’s Cannery Row. Other exhilarating
works of the year followed, including engaging jazz re-workings of
“The Nutcracker Suite” and “Peer Gynt Suite,” plus the film soundtrack
for the jazz themed, Paris Blues.
Momentum of strong interest had been renewed four years earlier when
an emotion-packed performance refueled Ellington’s rightful lofty
position, reflected in the readers’ popularity jazz polls. This healthy
change of regard was due to a fiery late night impromptu jam session
on stage at the 1956 Newport Jazz Festival during which tenor
saxophonist Paul Gonsalves strung together 27 mind-blowing choruses
between the two sections of “Diminuendo and Crescendo in Blue”
(circa 1937). Subsequently Gonsalves’ celebrated uninterrupted blues
solo was named “the wailing interval” and intense interest in the revisitation of the performance was sustained throughout the remainder
of his life.
The program of tunes on this disc represents a balance of familiar and
seldom heard selections from Ellingtonia. As for “re-creations” of his
past body of works, they were not aimed at superseding the originals.
Ellington viewed them as organic, and from a different perspective at
different times; i.e., he refused to submit them to static treatment. In
sum, these re-interpretations represent a dynamic on-going positive
attitude to performing music. By the 1960s, his insight from deeper
experience and wisdom gave his performances an of-the-moment
freshness. Along with the cast of extraordinary soloists, the Ellington

sound and voicings, this recording documents the undiminished
spontaneity and the bright, hard swinging rhythm section mates of
bassist Aaron Bell and drummer Sam Woodyard who delivered the
requisite goods to the maestro. For this writer’s taste, the unparalleled
Ellington magic was luckily caught in action!
Turning to the music at hand ... logically the authority of the Ducal
piano with Bell and Woodyard on “Take the ‘A’ Train” traps attention
with an immediate swing feel, reminding there is little to compare with
a real live audience experience to enhance communications. If
trumpeter Ray Nance’s jaunty vocal laced with hipness echoes Betty
Rochè’s wonderful 1956 vocal version, it is because it was indeed
adapted by Nance. And it is a ball to listen to Nance! Enthusiasm and a
keen sense of coloration infused his trumpet and cornet work. Writer
Stanley Crouch describes it well: “... abetted by mutes, plungers and his
refined control of open tone, (he) could juggle the puckish, the
plaintive, the buffoonish, the high minded, and the translucently
exotic.” Dig Gonsalves’ satisfying solo, the plump, fat sound of the
horn sections, and the surging ensemble. And isn’t it marvelous to hear
Ellington’s voice crediting the soloists or anything else at anytime!
Highlights of how “‘A’ Train” became Ellington’s signature tune is
interest-worthy to share. A detailed account is recounted by David
Hajdu in his 1996 Billy Strayhorn biography, Lush Life: It began with a
dispute between the radio broadcasting industry and ASCAP over a fee
increase for rights to broadcast music written by ASCAP members.
This conflict precipitated radio stations to give birth to BMI to compete
with ASCAP. In turn, the stations wouldn’t air any music by ASCAP
beginning January 1941. As Ellington’s most popular compositions
were with ASCAP, and in order to get airplay, he asked his son,
Mercer, and Strayhorn to promptly write a largely new repertoire, with
composer credit to them (non–ASCAP writers). In the heat of writing,
Mercer said to Strayhorn as he pulled a crunched piece of music out of
the garbage: “What’s wrong with this?” And Strayhorn responded:
“That’s an old thing I was trying to do something with, but it’s too
much like Fletcher Henderson.” Mercer flattened it out and put it in the
pile of new music. The upshot was that Ellington selected the swinging
chart of “Take the ‘A’ Train” and the rest is history!

“Red Carpet” is the third of four parts of “Toot Suite” (1959) and is
subdivided into its own three sections. Harry Carney’s powerful
baritone saxophone sound carries a lot of weight in the band’s overall
voice. Russell Procope’s clarinet is followed by the shapely lines of the
saxes, and Ellington’s piano takes it to Booty Wood’s smoothly ignited
plunger solo on the “syringaphone” with speech like pattern; finally a
segue goes into a walking riff while Nance’s trumpet notions are fired
up.
The last of the three segments of the “Newport Jazz Festival Suite” is
the exciting “Newport Up.” Appropriately titled, it is a high flying up
tempo flight. It contains a loping parade of cool jazz riffs stretched out
with some inventive repetitions and liberal solo space. Co-composed
with Strayhorn, it was aimed at the 1956 festival in Newport, Rhode
Island. The bass plays a prominent role and Bell gives Ellington the
deep anchoring notes he wants; the drums do likewise as Woodyard’s
ability to drive is a quality Ellington expected. Ellington recaps the
soloists pridefully.
It’s a fresh surprise to hear valve trombonist Juan Tizol’s well-known
composition “Perdido” played with a Gerald Wilson arrangement ...
resulting in a more assertive leaning to bebop lines, earmarking its
conception and rewarding the careful listener with different
possibilities of the tune’s contours. Also, it illustrates the flexibility and
resourcefulness of the soloists as they merge swing into bebop. Listen
to Jimmy Hamilton’s conceptual adjustments on clarinet and the
Gillespie-influenced trumpet statements. The tune’s riff-derived
melody combined with a slow paced chord pattern is simply a jam
session natural.
On “Matumba” (more familiarly known as “Congo Square”) there is
evocation with minor key chords heard with a rhythmic feel supporting
the imagery Ellington promotes in a tale of a pretty girl who stimulates
erotic responses at the New Orleans site. Ellington’s commentary is
both informative and charming, offering the backdrop for the direction
of the music. “Matumba” is a movement from the satirical tone parallel
to the history of jazz—A Drum Is a Woman, a close collaboration of
Ellington/Strayhorn. Bassist Bell is openly featured. In 1962 he told

writer Stanley Dance about the challenge posed by “Matumba”: “It’s so
unorthodox, and Sam’s not playing any definite rhythm. There’s no
bass part there, and it took me a long time to figure out what to do.
Actually I’m playing two against three on it ... I didn’t just come in and
start doing it.” This perspective reveals how Ellington had enormous
confidence in his talented musicians to enlist their intuition, technical
wherewithal and imagination to solve problems—finding solutions that
fit and enrich the musical frameworks.
The aforementioned tour de force “Diminuendo and Crescendo in
Blue” is a widely popular choice to close a concert and leaving the
audience ecstatic and exhausted with glee. Paul Gonsalves shares the
storied genius behind the success of “Diminuendo and Crescendo in
Blue.” In the face of speculations made among New York musicians
about the ability of the Ellington band to make it in Birdland—a
modern jazz venue with high expectations—Ellington called the tune(s)
Gonsalves had never played (107 and 108 in the band book) previously.
When the band had finished the first part, Gonsalves told Ellington
he’d like to take some choruses between the two parts. After he blew an
untold number of choruses, the audience was aroused and went crazy
standing on chairs. “We didn’t play it again until that time at Newport,”
said Gonsalves. “We were getting ready to go on when Duke called me
in the wings.” Ellington instructed him to “play it as long as you like.”
The screaming crowd was turned on emotionally—it was sensational
and triumphant! And check Gonsalves’ solo content and musical
demeanor on this 1960 trip ... it is filled with surprises and, of course,
his Coleman Hawkins-influenced horn never stops swinging.
Unarguably, the Ellington Orchestra was really in top form that evening
in Santa Monica. Gonsalves observed: “One night we may stink, but
the next night we might sound wonderful when there’s that fusion
between guys who feel like playing, when everything’s goin’ down
right, and we’re playing his music the way it should be played ... man,
it’s the greatest jazz band there is.” This concert was one of those super
special Duke Ellington nights!
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